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( )Large-eddy simulations LES were performed on the gas flow in a Stairmand high-
efficiency cyclone at Res280,000. The LES realistically represent the 3-D, time-depen-
dent flow, including phenomena such as ®ortex core precession, and ®ortex breakdown.
Quantitati®ely good agreement with measured ®elocity profiles is obser®ed, for both the
time-a®eraged ®elocities and the ®elocity fluctuation le®els. The single-phase LES formed
the starting point for modeling solid particle motion in the cyclone based on one-way
coupling between the gas flow and the particles. It is shown that some details of the flow
in the relati®ely small region in the ®icinity of the inlet ha®e strong influence on the
separation process. Due to the long residence times of particles inside the cyclone, the
concurrent simulation of gas flow and particle motion is a lengthy computational pro-
cess. Therefore, three alternati®e ways of modeling particle motion were explored: a
frozen-field approach, an eddy-lifetime model, and a periodic-flow approach. The re-
sults of these approaches are compared to the results of the concurrent simulation.

Introduction
CFD-based predictions on the performance of gas cy-

Ž .clones date back to 1982 Boysan et al., 1982 , that is, the
early days of numerical simulation of turbulent fluid flow.

Ž .The idea was and is that once we have a reliable prediction
of the flow field in the cyclone, particle-tracking leads the
way to estimates of the collection efficiency. Ultimately, the
goal is to scale up, improve, or even design cyclones based on
numerical modeling. Various approximations and modeling
assumptions need to be adopted in order to make this flow
system involving the combined transport of gas and solids
tractable for numerical simulation. In many numerical stud-
ies, a one-way coupling between the gas-flow field and parti-
cle motion is assumed and particle-particle collision are dis-
carded, although it is known from practice that the solids

Žloading influences separation performance Ontko, 1996;
.Hoffmann et al., 1992 . The size of the equipment, and high

throughput, makes turbulence modeling necessary. Results of
the application of turbulence models based on the Reynolds-

Ž .averaged Navier-Stokes RANS equations to cyclonic flow
Ž .or more generally strongly swirling flow have learned that
Reynolds stress models need to be applied to capture the

Žmost important aspects of the average flow field Hoekstra et
.al., 1999; Spall and Ashby, 2000 . Accurate predictions with

respect to the flow’s fluctuations are very difficult to get and
most likely require very fine grids. Additional modeling is re-

quired if one wants to track solid particles in the RANS flow
field, since the particles will not only feel the average velocity
field, but also will get dispersed by the action of turbulence.
Finally, many modeling attempts have considered the flow in

Žthe cyclone to be axi-symmetric for example, Boysan et al.,
.1982; Hoekstra et al., 1999 . If the cyclone is fed through a

finite number of tangential inlets, this assumption is at least
not valid in the entrance region for purely geometrical rea-
sons. Furthermore, experimental observations indicate an un-
steady, spiral-shape vortex core, that is, a truly three-dimen-

Ž .sional 3-D flow. In this contribution, some of the above
mentioned modeling issues are approached along slightly al-
ternative routes. The issues of one-way vs. two-way coupling
between solids and gas and particle-particle collisions are,
however, not covered. Throughout the article, one-way cou-
pling and noncolliding particles are assumed. This simplifica-
tion is not only instigated by computational considerations,
but also motivated by the fact that we consider a high-ef-
ficiency cyclone. In contrast to high-throughput cyclones,
high-efficiency cyclones are employed in the final stages of a
separation process, when solids volume fractions have be-
come small, and only fine particles are left in the gas stream.

Ž .The basis of our approach is a large-eddy simulation LES
of the single-phase flow in a Stairmand high-efficiency cy-

Ž . Žclone Stairmand, 1951 at ResU Dr� s280,000 U is thein in
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average velocity at the inlet, D is the diameter of the body of
.the cyclone, and � is the kinematic viscosity of the gas . The

potential of LES for single-phase cyclonic flow has already
Ž .been demonstrated by Slack et al. 2000 and Derksen and

Ž .Van den Akker 2000 . With our 3-D, time-dependent simu-
lation, we have been able to accurately predict the average
flow field, as well as the velocity fluctuation levels. In this
time-dependent flow field, particles were released. Since, in

Ž .the LES, the resolved explicitly calculated velocity fluctua-
tions are much stronger than the subgrid-scale fluctuations,
much less stochastic modeling of particle motion is required
compared to RANS simulations. The computational burden
of the concurrent simulation of gas flow and particle motion
was large. This was not only because of the LES of the gas
flow itself, but also because of the long time span that needed
to be simulated to have the injected particles either collected

Žor exhausted this requires more than 200DrU , whereasin
convergence of the flow statistics is typically reached after

.25DrU . For this reason, also less expensive approaches ofin
particle transport modeling have been explored.

The first approach is borrowed from RANS modeling. The
time-averaged velocity, as well as the turbulent kinetic energy
field and the energy dissipation field in the whole cyclone

Žvolume as calculated with the LES, were stored averaging
.time was 40DrU . In this time-averaged field, particlesin

Žobeying an eddy-lifetime model see, for example, Boysan et
.al., 1982 were released, and separation efficiency was deter-

mined. In the second approach, particles were released in
Žfrozen flow fields that is, single realizations of the simulated

.turbulent flow . By averaging the particle-tracking results over
a few statistically independent flow realizations, average sep-
aration efficiency estimates could be obtained. In the third
approach, the time dependence of the gas flow was mimicked
by tracking the solid particles in a periodically played time-
sequence of previously stored flow fields.

The next section is devoted to the single-phase flow. Dis-
cretization, turbulence modeling, and boundary conditions are
discussed. The single-phase LES results are compared to the

Ž .velocity profiles measured by Hoekstra 2000 . Furthermore,
the behavior of the vortex core is highlighted. Subsequently,
the modeling of solid particle transport within the LES flow
field will be treated. Results comprise the spatial distribution
of particles within the cyclone as a function of the particle
Stokes number, and grade-efficiency curves. The latter will
be used to facilitate a comparison with experimental collec-

Žtion efficiency data. The alternative less computationally in-
.tensive approaches with respect to particle transport model-

ing are then described, followed by a summary and conclu-
sion.

Gas-Flow Field
Modeling approach

A lattice-Boltzmann method has been used to simulate the
Ž Ž .gas flow Chen and Doolen 1998 provide a good overview of

.the method . The starting point for lattice-Boltzmann
Žschemes is a many particle system, residing on a lattice these

purely fictitious particles should not be confused with the
solid particles that are used for simulating the gas-solid sepa-

.ration process . Every time step, the fictitious particles move

to neighboring lattice sites where they collide, that is, ex-
change momentum with all other particles involved in the
collision. This simplified kinetic model for a fluid can be con-
structed in such a way that the macroscopic behavior of the
system resembles a real, Newtonian fluid. The specific scheme
that has been used in the present work is due to Somers and

Ž .Eggels Somers, 1993; Eggels and Somers, 1995 . It slightly
Ž . Ždiffers from the de facto standard lattice BGK models Qian

.et al., 1992 , in the sense that it explicitly takes the third-order
and some fourth-order terms into account. Subsequently, the
third-order terms are effectively suppressed by the scheme
making it at least second-order accurate in space and time.
The major reason for employing a lattice-Boltzmann scheme

Ž .is its parallel computational efficiency. The interactions in
the lattice-Boltzmann scheme are fully localized. As a result,
a distributed memory lattice-Boltzmann program based on
domain decomposition only requires communication of flow
variables at subdomain boundaries and, therefore, efficiently

Žemploys parallel resources. In recent publications for exam-
ple, Derksen and Van den Akker, 1999, 2000; Hollander et

.al., 2001 on turbulent flows in complexly shaped enclosures,
we have demonstrated the large potential of lattice-Boltz-
mann flow simulation in chemical engineering.

The resolution of the simulations was such that one lattice
spacing � corresponds to Dr90. The total number of lattice
cells in the simulation amounted to 7.7�106. A significant

Ž .part of these cells 45% lies outside the cyclone geometry.
Since the lattice-Boltzmann scheme uses explicit time step-
ping, a CFL type of constraint limits the size of the time step.
Furthermore, gas velocities need to be chosen small com-

Ž .pared to the finite speed of sound in the lattice-Boltzmann
scheme, which further reduces the time step. The time step
that has been used in the simulations was chosen as 5.6�

y4 Ž .10 T with T sDrU the integral time scale . The com-int int in
puter code was implemented on a Beowulf-cluster, consisting
of Dual Pentium III 700 MHz PCs connected through Ether-

Ž .net 100 Mbitrs . Running the fluid-flow code on six CPUs in
parallel resulted in a wall clock time of 5 s per time step. The

Žsolid particle-tracking part of the code that will be discussed
.below added some 15% to the wall clock time per time step.

As already indicated in the introduction, a typical single-phase
simulation required some 25 integral time scales to reach sta-
tistical convergence, which corresponds to a wall clock time
of 2.5 days. Due to the long residence time of solid particles
in the cyclone, a concurrent simulation of fluid flow and par-
ticle motion typically took one order of magnitude longer.

ŽTotal memory requirements that is, summed up over all
.CPUs were about 1.5 Gbyte.

Ž .The uniform, cubic, and as a result Cartesian, nature of
the lattice-Boltzmann grid asked for specific attention, since
we needed to implement cylindrically shaped walls. For this
goal, an adaptive force field algorithm, which has been dis-

Ž .cussed in detail by Derksen and Van den Akker 1999 , was
employed. In the algorithm, the walls are viewed as forces
acting on the fluid. Every time step, these forces are calcu-
lated in such a way that they impose a prescribed velocity
Ž .such as a zero velocity for static walls at a large set of points
that define the walls within the flow domain. These points do
not necessarily need to coincide with lattice sites, and, there-
fore, facilitate a smooth representation of the bounding sur-
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Figure 1. Flow geometry and coordinate system.
Left: side view, right: top view.

face. Second-order interpolation was used to relate velocities
and forces at the lattice sites to the velocities and forces at
the wall defining points.

For modeling the nonresolved scales, the standard
Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model with c s0.1 was applieds
Ž .Smagorinsky, 1963 . In the Smagorinsky model, the turbu-
lent flow structures with lengthscales smaller than the grid
spacing are considered to be purely diffusive, and isotropic so
that they can be characterized with a local eddy-viscosity. The
implementation of the Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model in
the lattice-Boltzmann scheme is straightforward. In the colli-
sion phase, rather than the molecular viscosity � , the total

Ž .viscosity � q� with � the eddy-viscosity is used. Recently,e e
Ž .a structure function model Metais and Lesieur, 1992 has´

been implemented in our LES code. Tests on an agitated
swirling flow did not show remarkable differences with the
Ž . Ž .more simple Smagorinsky model Derksen, 2001 .

Flow geometry and boundary conditions
ŽFigure 1 shows the flow geometry the Stairmand high-

.efficiency cyclone; Stairmand, 1951 , along with the defini-
tion of the coordinate system that will be used throughout
the article. Swirl is generated by feeding the cyclone through
a tangential inlet. Gas leaves the cyclone through the exit

Ž .pipe a.k.a. vortex finder at the top. The bin below the coni-
cal section is used for dust collection.

For the single-phase flow, the operating conditions in the
cyclone are fully determined by the Reynolds number, de-

fined here as ResU Dr� . A value of 280,000 was adoptedin
since that value corresponded to experimental data obtained

Ž .in our laboratory by Hoekstra 2000 . He achieved the latter
value by letting air at ambient conditions with a superficial
inlet velocity of U s16.1 mrs into a cyclone with Ds0.29in
m.

Ž .The spatial resolution of the simulations �sDr90 im-
plied that the boundary layers at the no-slip walls could not

Žbe fully resolved. Wall functions were applied Schumann,
.1975 . The tangential velocity at the first grid point was taken

� Ž Ž ..to be 10u in accordance with Eq. 45 in Schumann 1975 ,
where the wall shear velocity u� was estimated to be 0.03Uin

Žfor the entire geometry in accordance with findings in a sim-
ilar flow system reported in Derksen and Van den Akker
Ž .. Ž .2000 . At the inlet area, a laminar parabolic velocity pro-
file was assumed. In real life, the inlet flow is definitely not

Ž .laminar its Reynolds number is Re s0.2 Re . In the simula-in
tions, the results appeared to be insensitive to the specific
inlet velocity profile: comparing the results of simulations with
uniform and parabolic inlet profiles showed hardly any dif-
ferences in terms of the average velocities and fluctuation
levels in the body of the cyclone. This insensitivity is likely
due to the virulent region where the inlet flow merges with
the swirling gas already present in the body of the cyclone. In
this region, the gas quickly forgets the conditions in the in-

Ž .flow channel. At the exit area that is, the plane at xs5.5D ,
Ž .a zero-gradient boundary condition was imposed �r� xs0 .
ŽSwirling flows can exhibit subcritical behavior Escudier et

.al., 1982 : swirl allows for the axial propagation of inertial
disturbances relative to the flow. The relative speed of prop-
agation increases with the intensity of the swirl. In the case
of subcritical flow, the swirl is so strong that disturbances do
not only propagate downstream, but also upstream. If in a
simulation, the flow is subcritical at the location of an out-
flow boundary, the location and type of outflow boundary

Ž .condition will likely in an unphysical manner influence the
outcome of the simulation in the entire field, not only in the
vicinity of the boundary. To prevent subcritical flow at the
outflow boundary, we placed an obstruction in the exit pipe
at xrDs 4.84, that is, slightly upstream of the outflow

Ž . Žboundary see Figure 2 . The obstacle a circular disk with
.diameter 0.36 D and thickness 0.14D takes care of aexit exit

Ž .sub- to supercritical transition Benjamin, 1962 before the
gas reaches the outflow plane. It was checked to what extent
the size and exact location of the obstacle did influence the
overall flow field predictions. No significant effects were ob-
served, unless the obstacle was too small and the subcritical
flow extended to the outflow plane.

Flow field results
ŽFlow field impressions in an axially oriented plane the x-z

.plane with ys0, as defined in Figure 1 are given in Figure
Ž2. In the body of the cyclone that is, the part in between the

.top at xs4D, and the dust collection bin at xs0 the figure
shows downflow near the wall and upflow near the center.
Close to the vortex core, an axial velocity deficit can be ob-
served in a large part of the cyclone body. The core has a
spiral shape that extends into the dust collection bin, making
the flow nonaxisymmetric. The vicinity of the inlet is high-
lighted in the two more detailed vector plots in Figure 2. The
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snapshot demonstrates the turbulent character of the flow,
whereas the average field shows two persistent recirculation
regions. The first is close to the top of the cyclone body, in
the annular region in between the cyclone wall and vortex

Žfinder, and the second is close to the outer wall at the side
.with negative z , just below the inlet channel. It is the conse-

quence of the abrupt ending of the bottom surface of the
inlet channel, resulting in boundary layer separation. These
two recirculations have a significant impact on solid particle

Figure 2. Flow in the ys0 plane in terms of velocity
vectors.
Left: the average flow in the entire plane. Note the obstruc-
tion in the exit pipe. Right-top: average flow in the inlet

Ž .region indicated with the rectangle in the left figure .
Right-bottom: a single realization of the flow in the inlet
region.

motion inside the cyclone, as will be demonstrated in the sec-
tion on particle motion. Just upstream of the vortex finder
entry vortex breakdown occurs, similar to the breakdown

Ž .structures observed by Escudier et al., 1980 slightly up-
stream or inside a contraction.

In Figure 3, the LES results are confronted with the exper-
Ž .imental data Hoekstra, 2000 that consist of velocity profiles

Ž .measured by laser Doppler anemometry LDA . At a few ax-
ial locations, the LDA measuring volume was traversed along
the y-axis. The tangential and axial velocity components were
measured. From the LDA data sets, time-averaged velocities

Ž .and root-mean-square RMS values of the velocity fluctua-
tions were extracted. Good agreement between simulation
and experiment with respect to the average velocities profiles
can be concluded. Details, such as the asymmetry of the axial

Žvelocity profiles in the lower part of the cyclone body related
.to the spiral shape of the vortex core are well represented by

the LES.
Both experiment and LES show increased fluctuation lev-

els near the center of the cyclone, which are caused by vortex
Ž .core precession as will be discussed in more detail below . In

the center region, vortex core precession implies a relation
between the gradients of the average velocity profiles, and

Ž .the RMS profiles, since as a first approximation the fluctua-
tions induced by vortex core precession in a point can be
viewed upon as the result of the precessing motion of the
average velocity profiles over that point. The experimentally
determined tangential RMS profiles show a local minimum
near the center, a minimum that is largely missed by the LES.
In the experiments, the minimum is due to the slight de-
crease in the average tangential velocity gradient in the cen-

Ž .ter. The latter feature is to some extent but not fully re-
solved by the LES. The consequence of this slight deviation
in the average tangential velocity profile is the absence of a
local minimum in the center of the simulated tangential RMS
profile. Less pronounced, but similar, deviations between ex-
periment and simulation are found for the axial RMS pro-
files.

It is worthwhile noticing that, in order to realistically model
the flow in the cyclone, the dust collection bin definitely needs
to be taken into account. In Figure 4, a few profiles of simu-

Žlations without the dust collection bin that is, a no-slip wall
.was placed at the end of the cone at xs0 are shown. Strong

deviations throughout the cyclone can be observed. The in-
tensity of swirl in the vortex core is now clearly overestimated
by the LES. This has drastic consequences for the axial veloc-
ity profiles: they become much more pronounced.

Vortex core precession was investigated by monitoring a
simulated velocity time series in the center of the cyclone
Ž . Žsee Figure 5 . Some coherency a characteristic feature of

.vortex core precession in the simulated fluctuations can al-
ready be observed with the naked eye. The power spectrum
derived from the LES time series confirms this observation

Žsince it shows a peak at f s1.61U rD that is, thep,LES in
Strouhal number of the most dominant fluctuation Ss

.f DrU amounts to 1.61 . In Figure 5, the simulated tem-p,LES in
Ž .poral velocity fluctuations in a transverse z- direction are

Ž . Ž .confronted with measured LDA fluctuations in the axial x-
Ž Ž ..direction measurements due to Hoekstra 2000 . Different

velocity components are compared since in the LES only
transverse velocity time series have been stored, while the
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( )Figure 3. Velocity profiles along the y -axis the position on the y -axis has been nondimensionalized with RsDrrrrr2
at three axial locations.

Ž .From top to bottom: xs 3.25D , xs 2.0 D , and xs1.5D. From left to right: average z-component tangential velocity , RMS of z-compo-
Ž . Ž .nent, average x-component axial velocity , and RMS of x-component. The symbols are LDA experiments Hoekstra, 2000 , the solid lines

are LES results.

data rate of the transverse velocity measurements was too
low to extract a meaningful spectrum. However, the purpose
of the comparison between experiment and simulation here

Figure 4. Drawn lines: LES velocity profiles along the
( )y -axis at two axial locations: xs3.25D top ,

( )and xs1.5D bottom in a cyclone without
dust collection bin.
Left: average z-component; right: average x-component. The

Žsymbols are the same LDA experiments as in Figure 3 that
.is, measured with the collection bin .

solely is the identification of principal frequencies. If present,
the same principal frequencies will pop up in the spectra of

Ž .all velocity components Hoekstra, 2000 . The experimental
and LES spectra show striking resemblances and differences.

ŽNext to a peak at Ss1.58 that corresponds very well to the
.position of the LES peak , a peak at Ss0.70 is present in

the experiments. Please note that the Ss1.58 peak is not
just a higher harmonic of the Ss0.70 peak; Ss1.58 is a
principal frequency of the flow system. It is not clear why the
LES misses the frequency corresponding to Ss0.70.

The time-averaged behavior of the vortex core, defined as
the line connecting the points in all horizontal planes having
zero horizontal velocity, is highlighted in Figures 6 and 7.
Figure 6 shows that on average the core of the vortex spirals
around the geometrical center of the cyclone body. The am-
plitude of the core’s precessing motion is a pronounced func-

Ž .tion of the axial position in the cyclone Figure 7 . The sud-
Žden contractionsrexpansions in the geometry at xs0 the

.bottom of the cone , and at xs3.5D induce strong vortex
Žmotion. This also applies to the obstacle in the exit pipe at

. Žxs4.84D . Downstream of the obstacle that is, in the super-
.critical region and inside the dust collection bin, the least

virulent vortex motion is observed. The amplitudes in the y
and z-direction are approximately equal throughout the cy-
clone, indicating an isotropic precession.

For solid particle motion, next to the average velocity field,
the turbulent kinetic energy field is of prime importance. In
fact, the major motivation for applying LES to cyclonic flow
has been that in modeling particle motion, less stochastic
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modeling is required since the most energy containing eddies
are resolved explicitly. The latter is demonstrated in Figure
8, where the resolved turbulent kinetic energy field, and the
subgrid-scale kinetic energy field, are compared. The subgrid
kinetic energy k has been estimated based on isotropic,sgs
local-equilibrium mixing-length reasoning according to

2 2 � � 2k sC c � S 1Ž .sgs k s

� �with S the resolved deformation rate, � the grid spacing,
Ž .and C a constant amounting to 5 Mason and Callen, 1986 .k

Equation 1 is mainly intended to provide a diagnostic esti-
mate for the subgrid-scale fluctuations. Close to walls, the
isotropy assumption implied by Eq. 1 is clearly violated.
Grossly speaking, the subgrid-scale kinetic energy is one or-
der of magnitude lower than the grid-scale kinetic energy.

Solid Particle Motion
Model description

To numerically study the collection efficiency of the Stair-
mand high-efficiency cyclone, particles were released in the
LES flow field. The particles were considered to be noncol-

Žliding, spherical entities that experience gravity without
.buoyancy; the applications relate to gas-solid systems , and

Stokes-drag. One-way coupling was assumed, albeit that mass

loading effects on cyclone separation performance have been
Ž .witnessed for mass loadings as low as 1% Ontko, 1996 , that

Ž y5.is, at very low particle volume fractions of the order of 10 .
ŽThe above assumptions imply that given the flow geome-

.try the particulate flow problem is fully defined by three di-
mensionless numbers: the gas-flow’s overall Reynolds number
Ž . wRe as defined above , the particle’s Stokes number Stks
Ž .Ž 2 .� r� d U r18� D , with d the particle diameter andp g p in p

x� r� the particle over gas density ratio , and the Froudep g
Ž 2 � �number FrsU rD g , with g the gravitational accelerationin

. Žvector . At Res280,000 and Frs90 these conditions relate
Ž .to the experimental conditions of Hoekstra 2000 see also

the subsection on the flow geometry and boundary condi-
.tions , 23 sets each consisting of 12,000 identical particles

were tracked through the cyclone. The 23 Stokes numbers
are in the range Stks5�10y6 to 0.39. The particles were
released at the inlet area, where they were uniformly dis-
tributed. Feeding particles was started at ts0 in a fully de-
veloped flow. At ts18T , adding new particles was stopped.int
Every time step, the particle positions were updated accord-
ing to the following equation

d© Up ins uy© qg 2Ž . Ž .pdt StkD

with © the particle velocity vector, and u the gas velocity atp
the location of the particle. This equation was time-dis-

Figure 5. Temporal behavior of the velocity in the vortex core at xs2D.
Ž .Top-left: part of a simulated time series of the z-velocity component at the center of the cyclone. Top-right: the power spectral density psd

of the same time series. The psd was obtained by cutting a 224DrU long time series into 15 blocks, taking the FFT of each block, and thenin
Ž .averaging the 15 psd’s. Bottom-left: part of an experimental LDA time series of the x-velocity component at approximately the same

position in the cyclone. The symbols indicate the individual velocity measurements. Bottom-right: the corresponding psd.
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Figure 6. Time-averaged position of the vortex core in
the cyclone.
Note that the deviations from the center position are not on
scale.

Figure 7. RMS values of the displacement in the y - and
z -direction of the vortex core from its
time-averaged position as a function of the
axial position in the cyclone.

( ) ( )Figure 8. Grid-scale left , and subgrid-scale right tur-
bulent kinetic energy in the x - z plane at ys0.

cretized according to an Euler-implicit scheme. Equally sized
time steps were applied in the LES, and the particle update
algorithm. All particle-wall collisions were considered to be

Žfully elastic. Once a particle crossed the plane xs5.5D the
.outflow boundary , it was considered to be exhausted.

In the LES, the gas velocity is composed of a resolved part,
and a subgrid-scale part. The former was determined by a
linear interpolation of the velocity field at the grid nodes to
the particle position, and the latter is mimicked by a uniform
random, isotropic process with zero average and an RMS
value u that amounted to u s 2r3k . The subgrid-'sgs sgs sgs

scale kinetic energy k was estimated with Eq. 1.sgs

Particle motion results
Figure 9 shows the time evolution of the particle transport

process. The moment ts18T corresponds to the end ofint
the time interval during which particles were fed into the cy-
clone. Spiral-shape structures can be observed at the outer
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Figure 9. Side view of the cyclone with the particles at
five moments in time.
From left to right: ts18T , 51T , 90T , 152T , andint int int int
228T .int

wall of the cyclone body. This feature strongly resembles ob-
servations in our transparent experimental facility. At ts
228T , still a considerable amount of particles has neitherint

Žbeen exhausted, nor collected if we define particle collection
as a particle being inside the collection bin; particle collec-

Figure 10. Fraction of exhausted particles as a function
of time.

Figure 11. Time-averaged particle concentration in the
x - z plane at ys0, at three Stokes numbers.
From left to right Stks 6.5�10y5, 1.4�10y3, and 3.0�
10y2. The concentration levels have been normalized with

Ž .the particle concentration at the inlet c .in

tion defined this way is not definitive since it has been ob-
served that, on some occasions, particles exit the collection

.bin . Most of the particles that are still inside the cyclone
body are captured in the recirculation region in the annulus
in between the exit pipe and the cyclone wall, near the top of

Ž .the cyclone body see Figure 2 . The time-series of the frac-
Ž .tion of exhausted particles Figure 10 shows a trend consis-

tent to what was observed in Figure 9: small numbers of par-
ticles are still being exhausted long after particle injection
was stopped. This long-time-tail behavior of the separation
process is an important issue in relation to the computational
effort of the simulations.

A more quantitative view on cyclone operation is given in
ŽFigure 11: the smaller particles with the lower Stokes num-

.bers get dispersed in the cyclone and are then likely to be
Ž .caught by the on average upward flow in the core of the

cyclone, and exit through the vortex finder. It is interesting to
Ž . y2see how the bigger particles with Stks3.0�10 behave in

the inletrexit-pipe region. In the inlet area, they are homoge-
neously dispersed as a result of the imposed inlet conditions.
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They do not attach immediately to the wall once they enter
Žthe body of the cyclone, as the still bigger particles do not

.shown , but have some chance to enter the weak shortcut
flow that directly guides gas from the annulus in between the

Žvortex finder and the cyclone wall into the exit pipe see the
.detailed vector plots of Figure 2 and get exhausted. The re-

circulation due to boundary layer separation at the bottom of
the inlet channel plays a prominent role in this process: its
presence acts as an obstacle and enhances shortcut flow. As a

Žresult, at the side of the recirculation the left-hand-side of
.the cyclones in Figure 11 relatively many particles with Stk

s3.0�10y2 enter the exit pipe. Also quite some particles
with Stks3.0�10y2 get detached from the wall in the bot-
tom part of the conical section due to the high turbulent ac-

Ž .tivity see Figure 8 in this part of the flow.
Ž . ŽThe collection efficiency or grade-efficiency curves Fig-

. y3ure 12 indicate a cut-size corresponding to Stk s1.5�1050
Žthe cut size of a cyclone is defined as the particle size that

.for 50% gets collected . From ts136T on, the cut-size isint
virtually independent of the time-span of the simulations, al-
though, at this moment in time, 6% of the particles is still
inside the body of the cyclone. These particles can be divided
into two classes: big particles that have a long residence time
inside the cyclone body due to their close proximity to the
wall, but are collected anyhow, and particles close to the cut
size that cannot decide on collection or exhaustion. Appar-
ently, their decision does not significantly influence the col-

Žlection efficiency curve anymore compare the grade-ef-
.ficiency curves at ts228T , and ts136T . The decreaseint int

in the collection efficiency in the low Stokes number part of
the curve from ts136T to ts228T can only be ex-int int
plained by the fact that small particles have escaped from the
dust collection bin during that time interval.

Simplifying particle modeling approaches
The long time-span of the concurrent simulation of gas flow

and particle motion prompted us to look into alternative ways
of particle transport modeling. In the first instance, two
methods were explored. In a later stage, a third alternative

Žwas added. In the first method, the time-averaged averaging
.time 40T , 3-D flow field is stored in terms of the threeint

Žaverage velocity components, the turbulent kinetic energy the
.sum of the resolved and unresolved part , and the energy-dis-

sipation rate. The same amount of particles with the same
Stokes numbers as used in the previous section now experi-
ence the average flow, and an isotropic random gas velocity

� 'with zero mean and RMS value u s 2r3k with k the sum
of grid-scale and subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy. To
deal with coherency in the turbulent flow, the eddy-lifetime
concept has been adopted where the time interval t ineddy
between two updates of the random part of the gas velocity is

Ž . Žrelated to a turbulent time scale: t sC kr� with � theeddy L
energy dissipation rate; the constant C was set to 0.15 inL

Ž ..accordance with, for example, Boysan et al. 1982 .
In the second method, the particles are released in statisti-

Ž .cally independent flow field realizations frozen fields . In this
study we used 16 realizations, each separated 2T in time.int
In each realization, sets of particles are released and tracked

Ž .through the now static flow. The procedure for updating
the particle position is exactly the same as in the concurrent

(Figure 12. Two upper curves: grade-efficiency here
defined as the fraction of particles that is not

)exhausted as a function of the Stokes num-
ber.
Solid line: at ts 228T , dashed line: at ts136T . Twoint int
lower curves: fraction of particles inside the cyclone, but
not in the collection bin, at the same moments in time.

simulation of gas flow and particle motion, except that now
the gas flow does not change in time. The particles still expe-
rience random fluctuations due to the subgrid-scale velocity
u . Average particle collection properties are obtained bysgs
averaging the results of the 16 frozen fields. Compared to the
concurrent simulation, the two alternative methods are very

Žcheap in terms of computer time they consume less than 1%
.of the time needed to execute the concurrent simulation ,

whereas they require similar amounts of computer memory.
The results for the two methods are summarized in Figures

13a, 13b and 14. In Figure 13, the particle concentration in a
cross-section of the cyclone for a Stokes numbers close to
Stk has been displayed. This picture should be compared to50
the center graph in Figure 11. In the first place, it is clear
that in the frozen-field model, the particles with Stks1.4�
10y3 get much better collected: high particle concentrations
in the dustbin. Furthermore, particle concentrations in the
core of the cyclone are highest for the concurrent simulation.
A comparison between the three approaches considered so
far in terms of collection efficiency shows distinct differences.
The Stk of the eddy-lifetime model is almost the same as50

y3 Ž y3for the concurrent simulation: 1.4�10 vs. 1.5�10 for
.the concurrent simulation . The shape of the grade-efficiency

curve is, however, much sharper. For the small-particle tail of
the curve, the eddy-lifetime model virtually predicts � s0,coll
a phenomenon that is hardly ever observed in separation ex-

Ž .periments Cullivan et al., 2001 . The shape of the frozen-field
curve is similar to that of the concurrent simulation, the cut-
size is, however, markedly different: Stk s1.1�10y3.50

An extension of the frozen-field approach in which the solid
particles feel a time-varying gas-flow field has been achieved

Ž .by repeatedly playing a previously stored time-sequence of
flow field realizations. In this time-sequence particles are

Žtracked. This method that has been denoted the periodic-
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Figure 13. Time-averaged particle concentration in the
x - z plane at ys0 for particles with Stks1.4
�10 – 3.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a : Eddy-lifetime model, b : frozen-field approach, c :
periodic-flow approach. The concentration levels have
been normalized with the particle concentration at the in-

Ž .let c .in

.flow approach will be explored here briefly. During an LES
of the gas-flow field over one integral time scale, 120 flow
fields have been stored on disk, representing approximately

Ž15 Gbyte of data in the present implementation of the peri-
odic-flow approach, the storage capacity and the intensive iro

.required are bottlenecks . Now particles are released in the
cyclone. These particles feel an unsteady flow field that is

Ž .linearly interpolated in time between the subsequent flow
realizations. The sequence with which the realizations are
played back is periodic: from field 1 to 120, and then back

Žfrom 120 to 1 the latter is done to avoid discontinuities in
the velocity time series; it is not physically correct with a view
to the gas-flow field, since, during the back sequence, the
�r� t term in the Navier-Stokes equation changes sign,

.whereas the rest of the terms remains unchanged .
We have performed the procedure for two different time-

(Figure 14. Grade-efficiency here defined as the frac-
)tion of particles that is not exhausted as a

function of the Stokes number.
ŽSolid line: concurrent simulation same as Figure 12, solid

.line , dashed line: eddy-lifetime model, dash-dotted line:
frozen-field model.

sequences of the gas flow, with three particle injections dur-
ing each sequence. The results have been averaged over the
Ž .in total six particle injections, and are summarized in Fig-
ure 13c and 15. Compared to the frozen-field grade-effi-
ciency curve, the periodic-flow curve corresponds much bet-
ter to the curve obtained with the concurrent simulation: ap-
parently, the time-dependence in the flow felt by the solid
particles has a significant impact on the separation process.
The cut-size of the periodic-flow approach corresponds to a
Stokes number Stk s1.4�10y3, that is, close to the 1.5�50
10y3 of the concurrent simulation. However, significant dif-

(Figure 15. Grade-efficiency here defined as the frac-
)tion of particles that is not exhausted as a

function of the Stokes number.
ŽSolid line: concurrent simulation same as Figure 12, solid

.line , dashed line: periodic-flow approach.
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ferences between the two curves in Figure 15 can be ob-
served in the part above the cut-size. A reason for these devi-
ations could be that the time-series of flow fields that formed
the basis of the periodic-flow approach were not long enough
compared to the relaxation times of the larger particles. The
particle concentration field for Stks1.4�10y3, as obtained

Ž .with the periodic-flow approach Figure 13c , is very similar
Žto the field extracted from the concurrent simulation center

.field in Figure 11 .
The concurrent simulation of gas flow and particle motion

has the soundest physical basis, and may, therefore, approach
physical reality best. In terms of the grade-efficiency curves,
the first two alternative methods deviate considerably from
the concurrent simulation and, therefore, seem to be too
schematic. The periodic-flow approach has potential to serve
as an alternative for a concurrent simulation. However, ex-
tensive particle separation experiments are required to really
assess the quality of the particle collection predictions, as ob-
tained with the various approaches.

Comparison with collection efficiency experiments
Ž .Hoekstra 2000 has reported on particle collection experi-

ments in his Stairmand high-efficiency cyclone. As the solid
Ž .phase, chalk dust CaCO powder with a density of 2,7403

kg �my3, and a cumulative volumetric particle-size distribu-
tion as given in Figure 16, was used. He measured the overall

Žcollection efficiency � the ratio between the solids mass that

Figure 16. Cumulative volume density distribution of the
CaCO powder as used in the experiments3

( )by Hoekstra 2000 .

was collected in the dustbin and the total mass that was fed
.into the cyclone for this specific powder in a cyclone with

Ds0.29 m as a function of the inlet velocity, at three values
Ž .of the exit pipe inner diameter. In the present numerical

study only the case D rDs0.5 is considered.exit
The overall collection efficiency is related to the grade-

efficiency through

1
�s � d d� 3Ž .Ž .H coll p

0

Ž .with � d the grade-efficiency as a function of the particlecoll p
diameter, and � the cumulative volume density distribution

Ž .of the powder see Figure 16 . Strictly speaking, the numeri-
Ž .cal grade-efficiency curves Figures 12, 14, and 15 were de-

termined for Res280,000, and Frs90, which in the experi-
ments corresponds to an inlet velocity U s16.1 mrs. It hasin
been observed in the single-phase simulations, however, that

Žthe flow field such as in terms of the profiles of the average
.and fluctuating velocity as presented in Figure 3 appeared to

Žbe quite insensitive of the Reynolds number in a range Res
.140,000 to 400,000 . Furthermore, since centrifugal forces

Žacting on the solid particles are much higher than gravity Fr
.�1 , the influence of the specific value of the Froude num-

ber on the separation process will be weak. As a conse-
quence, to a good approximation we may consider the nu-

Ž .merically determined curves � Stk independent of Re andcoll
Ž .Fr. In order to evaluate the integral in Eq. 3, � Stk has tocoll

Ž .be transformed to an � d by means of the inlet flow ve-coll p
locity, the density ratio, and viscosity as applied in the experi-
ment. In Table 1, the results of the numerically determined

Ž .overall collection efficiencies four methods are compared to
the values determined in the experiment.

Ž .Hoekstra 2000 estimates the experimental uncertainty in
� to be of the order of 0.035. This prevents making detailed

Žconclusions such as rigorously falsifying one or more of the
.numerical methods based on the numbers presented in Table

1. The simulated efficiencies are in fair agreement with the
Žexperimental data. The trend in the experiments � increases
.by 0.145 when U is increased from 10 to 30 mrs is strongerin

than observed in all four numerical methods. Of the latter,
the trend in the concurrent simulations comes closest to the
experimental result. The deviation between the concurrent
and periodic-flow grade-efficiencies for the higher Stokes

Ž .numbers Figure 15 is reflected in the differences between
the overall collection efficiencies of the two approaches. The
Stokes number at U s16.1 mrs corresponding to the meanin
Ž .d s4.2 �m particles size in the experiment is Stks1�4,3
10y2.

Table 1. Overall Collection Efficiency, Experiment and Simulation

� � � �
� Concurrent Frozen-Field Eddy-Lifetime Periodic-Flow

Ž .U mrs Exp. Simulation Simulation Simulation Simulationin

10 0.586 0.597 0.653 0.629 0.620
16.1 	 0.643 0.689 0.669 0.663
20 0.638 0.662 0.704 0.684 0.680
30 0.731 0.692 0.728 0.710 0.708
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Concluding Remarks
Results on large-eddy simulations on the single-phase flow

in a Stairmand high-efficiency cyclone at Res280,000 show
fair to good agreement with LDA data, both in terms of the
average velocity, as well as in terms of the velocity fluctua-
tions. It is worthwhile mentioning here that in order to prop-
erly calculate the flow field, the dust collector underneath
the cyclone needs to be included. The flow exhibits compli-
cated behavior, and is highly 3-D and time-dependent, due to
vortex core precession: the time-averaged position of the vor-
tex core spirals around the cyclone’s geometrical center. On
top of that, the core precesses in a quasi-periodic manner
around its average position. The Strouhal number related to
the primary frequency of the fluctuation induced by the pre-
cessing motion amounts to Ss f DrU s1.61. This prin-p,LES in
cipal frequency is also experimentally observed, albeit that

Ž .the experiment exhibits a second frequency at Ss0.70 that
is not resolved by the LES. The amplitude of the vortex core
precession strongly depends on the axial position in the cy-
clone. Its maximum of 0.05 D is reached close to the en-
trance of the dust collection bin, that is, at the bottom of the
conical section. Upon entering the vortex finder, the gas flow
exhibits a vortex breakdown that forces most of the gas enter-
ing the exit pipe towards its inner wall.

In the LES flow field, solid particles of various sizes were
released in an attempt to predict the separation performance
of the cyclone. One-way coupling between gas and solids was
assumed, and particle-particle collisions were discarded. By
observing the distribution of the particle concentration as a

Žfunction of the particle’s Stokes numbers dimensionless par-
.ticle size throughout the cyclone, good insight in the compe-

tition between centrifugal effects, and dispersion as a result
of the turbulence, could be obtained. This competition deter-
mines if particles have a chance to reach the core region of
the cyclone where they are likely to be caught in the stream
towards the exit pipe. From a geometrical point of view, the

Žcomplicated flow region in the top part of the cyclone the
region that contains the connection of the inlet channel to

.the cyclone body, as well as the vortex finder is decisive for
the separation behavior of particles slightly larger than the
cut-size. A weak shortcut flow between the inlet region and
vortex finder might exhaust these particles.

A concurrent simulation of gas flow and particle motion
for determining grade-efficiency is a lengthy computational
process since it needs to be continued until most of the parti-
cles either have been exhausted or collected. This requires
the simulation of some 200 integral time scales. In an at-
tempt to overcome this computational obstacle, three less de-
manding particle-motion modeling approaches have been at-
tempted: an eddy-lifetime model, a frozen-field model, and a
periodic-flow approach. In all three approaches, first gas-flow
field data are gathered, and then particle motion is simu-

Žlated. The first two alternatives show clear deviations such
as in terms of the cut-size andror shape of the grade-

.efficiency curves with the concurrent simulation of gas flow
and particle transport. The periodic-flow approach was de-
signed to overcome the apparently too simplifying frozen field
assumption. Instead of tracking particles through a frozen
field, the particles are tracked through a periodically played
sequence of flow realizations, in order to let the particles feel
the time-dependent character of the flow. The results in terms

of grade-efficiency clearly shift towards the grade-efficiencies
observed in the concurrent simulation, which makes the peri-
odic-flow approach worthwhile exploring further. The ap-
proach requires specific choices with respect to the time in-
terval between the subsequent flow realizations, and the time
span of the sequence. The possible influence of these choices
on grade-efficiency needs further investigation. Furthermore,
the periodic-flow approach is cheap in terms of CPU usage,
but expensive in iro, making that a sequential simulation
based on this approach for the specific flow system consid-

Ž .ered here took several 9 days on a Pentium III 700 MHz
computer.

The amount of experimental data on collection efficiency
we had to our disposal was too limited to be decisive in falsi-
fying one or more of the numerical methods presented in this
article.
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